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Role of GPe-Projecting Amygdala
Neurons in Fear Learning
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(see pages 9043–9054)

The amygdala is a key driver of physiologi-
cal and behavioral responses to threat. Its
lateral nucleus integrates various types of
sensory input and is essential for learning
about stimuli that signal impending harm.
The centrolateral nucleus, which receives
indirect input from the lateral nucleus, also
contributes to such learning, but its role
is less well understood. Fear conditioning
potentiates synapses onto somatostatin-
expressing (SOM1) neurons in the centro-
lateral nucleus, and inhibiting these neurons
impairs fear learning. Furthermore, activa-
tion of SOM1 neurons can drive freezing
responses (Herry and Johansen, 2014, Nat
Neurosci 17:1644). But this population is
heterogeneous, and it is not clear which sub-
populations contribute to fear acquisition
and expression. Now Giovanniello et al.
reveal a role for a subset of SOM1 neurons
that project to the external segment of the
globus pallidus (GPe).

Retrograde tracers injected into mouse
GPe confirmed that the GPe receives
input from central amygdala (CeA) neu-
rons. Most of these neurons expressed so-
matostatin, and stimulating them elicited
inhibitory responses in GPe neurons.
During fear conditioning, the activity
of GPe-projecting CeA neurons increased
in response to the footshock, with stronger
shocks eliciting greater activity. But unlike
the wider population of SOM1 CeA neu-
rons studied previously, these neurons did
not acquire responses to the conditioned
stimulus during training.

Blocking neurotransmitter release from
CeA afferents in the GPe reduced behav-
ioral responses to footshock during fear
conditioning and eliminated freezing in
response to the conditioned stimulus 24 h
later. Inhibiting GPe-projecting CeA neu-
rons selectively during shock presentation
also reduced freezing responses to the con-
ditioned stimulus. Conversely, activating
GPe-projecting neurons during presenta

tion of a weak shock increased conditioned
freezing responses. Neither stimulating
nor inhibiting GPe-projecting CeA neurons
affected real-time place preference, however.

These results indicate that GPe-projec-
ting CeA neurons carry information about
the intensity of noxious stimuli, and that
this information contributes to the acquisi-
tion of associative learning. The lack of
effect on place preference suggests that the
activity of these neurons does not convey
information about the valence of stimuli,
however. Future work should identify the
targets of these projections in the GPe and
determine how those neurons contribute to
defensive responses.

Disruption of Lipid Homeostasis
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is char-
acterized by degeneration of motor neu-
rons, which leads to paralysis and death.
What precipitates the degeneration is un-
clear, but candidate mechanisms include
oxidative stress, disruption of axonal trans-
port, and formation of abnormal protein

aggregates. Changes in lipid metabolism
have also been detected in ALS patients,
and some of the genes linked to ALS are
involved in lipid homeostasis. Yet whether
altered lipidmetabolism exacerbates pathol-
ogy, is secondary to neuronal degeneration,
or reflects compensatory mechanisms is
unclear. To investigate this issue, Dodge et
al. assessed the levels of various lipids and
their regulatory proteins and precursors in
ALS patients and in mice expressing an
ALS-linked mutation (SOD1G93A mice).

Consistent with previous studies, several
species of cholesterol ester and triacylglyc-
erol were elevated in the spinal cord gray
matter of ALS patients and SOD1G93A

mice. This elevation did not appear to stem
from excessive production or impaired me-
tabolism of these lipids, however. Indeed,
activation of sterol regulatory element bind-
ing protein 2 (SREBP2)—a transcription
factor that regulates cholesterol synthesis—
was reduced in mouse spinal cord, and
levels of the rate-limiting enzyme for choles-
terol synthesis and the cholesterol precursor
lanosterol were reduced in patient spinal
cord. Furthermore, the levels of enzymes
that regulate cholesterol and triacylglycerol
hydrolysis were elevated in both mouse and
human tissue. In contrast, cytosolic phos-
pholipase A2 and Acyl-CoA cholesterol
acyltransferase, both of which are involved
in esterification of free cholesterol, were up-
regulated in spinal cord. Levels of lysophos-
phatidylcholine (Lyso-PC), a byproduct of
cholesterol ester synthesis, were also
increased. Notably, Lyso-PC was toxic to
cultured motor neurons derived from
human induced pluripotent stem cells. And
expressing a constitutively active form of
SREBP2 in mouse CNS increased levels of
Lyso-PC and triglycerides in the spinal cord
and caused motor neuron death.

Based on these results, Dodge et al.
hypothesize that disruption of cholesterol
trafficking leads to cholesterol accumulation
in the spinal cord in ALS. To limit the dam-
aging effects of excess free cholesterol, neu-
rons downregulate cholesterol synthesis
and increase cholesterol hydrolysis and
esterification. This leads to increases in
toxic Lyso-PC, but whether the increase is
sufficient to induce neuronal death in ALS
remains to be tested.
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Oil Red O staining indicates that the levels of cholesterol
ester and triacylglycerol are higher in the lumbar spinal
cord central canal of moribund ALS-model mice (bottom)
than in wild type (top). See Dodge et al. for details.
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